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EXPLORING LIGHT
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“At TAL, we envision a future where our 
luminaires redefine the boundaries of 
architectural lighting. With an unwavering 
commitment to design innovation, 
craftsmanship and the exclusive use of 
premium materials, we aspire to make a 
distinctive mark in the lighting industry. 
Our vision is to be recognized as a unique 
player, bringing unparalleled quality and artistry 
to spaces, challenging industry norms and 
setting new standards for excellence.”

“Discover TAL’s pioneering approach to distinctive lighting design, integrating 
craftsmanship and premium materials to illuminate spaces that inspire with timeless 
sophistication.”

EXPLORING LIGHT

Textured Black
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Bronze 
Antique

Brushed Bronze Ano

Textured Black
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“With careful craftsmanship, Lithoss designs 
and manufactures Belgian switches and sockets 
-  blending noble materials, tailored experiences 
and technical compatibility to set the standard for 
sophistication and innovation.”

“Lithoss envisions a future where our innovative switches and sockets redefine smart 
living, seamlessly integrating with cutting-edge technologies. We aspire to be the 
global benchmark for sustainable and sophisticated design, enriching the way 
people interact with their living spaces.”

Stainless Steel

Bronze Antique
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Introducing ARPI outlets, discreetly delivering 
power from the floor to your hotel interiors with a 
sleek design, enhancing functionality in your open 
spaces. Our range includes various connection 
technologies such as sockets, data (RJ45), radio 
TV, speakers, and USB ports, tailored to meet the 
specific needs of hotels and their guests. With a 
proven track record of over 30 years, ARPI ensures 
waterproof performance, reliable power and data 
supply through the ground - guaranteeing 
convenience and efficiency for your guests’ needs.

Textured Black/
Brushed Brass

Anodic Bronze

Bronze



Meet Berrier Junior SWIVEL.
Lithoss & Tal’s design team joined 
forces again to write a new chapter in 
their jointly successful Luminaires story. 

Synergy
Joined through the exclusive use of premium 
materials, the integration of lighting, switches 
and sockets forms a unified harmony within 
your design concept. 
Elevate the notion of holistic design to new 
heights with TAL and Lithoss.

Brushed Titanium Ano

Textured Black

Textured Black
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The many combinations our customers can create are the 
things that provide Lithoss with its unique and exclusive 
character.

Endless possibilities

Switch

Dimmer

Floor 
socket

Socket
Round 

Socket
Square 

Luminaire

Doorhandle 

USB 
charger

Thermostat

... and much  
 more

Fusain

Brushed Brass
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The iPAD CANVAS!

•Timeless Slim Design.
•Suitable for (7th-8th-9th gen iPAD) - 10,2”
•Screwless cover in 9 possible 
high quality finishes.
•Simple and secure iPad installation using 
the smart magnetic system.
•Portrait or landscape mounting.
•Easy cable connection with the center cable
guide

Technical compatibility

SCAN FOR 
MORE INFO 

“We pride ourselves on our 
technical compatibility, whether 
integrated with home auto-
mation systems such as KNX 
or wireless control systems like 
Casambi. Lithoss has earned 
praise for its ability to align 
effortlessly with evolving 
technologies, ensuring a 
cutting-edge and adaptable 
solution for our sophisticated 
clientele.”

Bronze Antique

FusainTextured white
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Brushed Bronze Ano

C H O O S E 
Y O U R  F I N I S H

Matt White 
RAL9010

Stainless Steel

Textured Black

Nickel

Textured 
White

Gunpowder 
Black (Fusain)

Brass
Antique

Bronze 
Antique

Brushed Brass

Matt Black

Copper

Chrome

Anodic BrownAnodic Bronze Tin Antique

Brushed Titanium 
Ano

Brushed Gold 
Ano

Brushed Bronze 
Ano

Any RAL color
on demand

The visual options are equally impor-
tant. Stainless steel, Matt Black, Tin 
Antique … what preference for colour 
and finish suits you most? Discover 
them all via our online configurator. 

Lithoss and TAL are the perfect match due to the
matching new Brushed Anodic range. 
This combination offers a seamless and elegant 
aesthetic, ideal for all your projects.
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DESIGN PROPOSAL NAVARINO BEDSIDE CONSOLE - V2 - 19052022

Custom work
“you think it, we can design it.”

Bedside ConsoleCard Reader Roomnumber

Custom Sizes Special Finishes Tailor Made

Engraving

Dedicated to providing a tailored experience, Lithoss offers 
extensive options in functionality, finishing, and personalization, 
including the artistry of engraving.
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Bedside Console

Project overview

1898 The Post Ghent
Belgium

Puro Krakow
Poland

Damier Kortrijk
Belgium

Nana Princess Crete
Greece

Waldorf Astoria Berlin
Germany

Rosewood Vienna
Austria

Hotel Capella Bozen
Italy

Hashotel Hasselt
Belgium

Hotel Gruber Sexten
Italy

Biohotel Gralhof Weissensee
Austria

El Llorenc Illes Balears
Spain

Winkler hotel Kronplatz
Italy

“just some examples of beautiful realisations.”
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Tal nv + Lithoss nv
Moortelmeers 23
8740 Pittem
Belgium

scan for Lithossscan for Tal

info@tal.be info@lithoss.be


